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  Despite these  minor  deficiencies, Iriko's 7}iPestev succeeds  in synthcsizing  a

great amount  of  information crossing  over  disciplines and  academic  specializa-

tions in a way  that helps uncover  the  depth and  richness  of  Hawthorne's romance.

Iriko's book does indeed teach  us  how  textual details serve  to signify,  not  from a
formalistic viewpoint,  but with  foresight that each  element,  invested with  its own

cultural  history, functions as a microcosm  of  the world  that encompasses  and

actually  shapes  the  life and  fate of  Hester  Prynne.

     Fumiyo Hayashi, 7lextual Latlp/ninth:

    urirklianv Faevdener3 Coptogrtiphic Design"le

Tokyo: University of  Tokyo  Press, 2oo4.  iv +  28g  PP･

   Reviewed by Hironori Hayase, Saga University

  Recently high-quality books on  Faulkner's works,  to my  great delight, by

Japanese scholars  have been published: Satoshi Yomota's FLiultignerlg Litemny .Style

(zoo4), Takaki Hiraishi's 7)be Author's Manner of W72Jn(iitag (2oo3), Eiko Owada's

fiLi"Llene4 Haiit' and  2caestions of impen'azafm (2oo2) and  Keiko Tanaka's A  .Simdy of
thuhkner's .F?ttion igrg--Lsl;i  (2ooz). To  this list Hayashi's book can  be added  as

evidence  of  the excellence  of  current  Faulkner studies  in Japan.
  This book is a  kind of  antithesis  to current  ideological criticism  that  ignorcs the

text, paying cxcessive  and  sometimes  intentional attention  to its context  and

cultural  background. As its introduction declares, this book  aims  to clarify

Faulkner's design of  inventing stories  by a  close  and  thorough  analysis  of  his text

itselC entirely  undercutting  a  fundamental premise that he is a Southern writer  (i)
and  dismissing current  ideological criticisms,  such  as the New  Historicism, Post-

colonialism,  and  neo-feminist  theory. Her idea is in perfect sympathy  with  Andre

Bleikasten, who,  in his "Faulkner

 and  the  New  Ideologues" (iggs), expresses  his
"anger"

 over  some  of  the  directions that  current  ideological criticism  has taken  in

Faulkner studies:  current  Faulkner  criticism  is fuli of  
"a

 gaudy  bundle of  received

ideas and  fashionable cliches  ultimateiy  just as arbitrary  and  just as constraining"

(Bleikasten 6). Avoiding  ideological criticism  and  contextual  analysis,  Hayashi

instead installs a  device of  comparing  Faulkner's text  with  other  writers',  such  as

Edgar Allan Poe7s 
"The

 Man  of  the  Crowd"  and  Thomas  Pynchon's  7)be Co,iag of
Lol 4g so  that she  can  fathom the  textual similarities  betureen the  texts different in

time and  place. Regarding  Faulkner's text 2s  a  
"rhizome

 space,"  
`Cwhich

 is so

constructed  tihat every  patih can  be connected  with  every  other  one"  (hstsctipt to

*  This  book  is written  in Japanese.
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7)be IVame ofthe Rose s7), according  to Umberto  Eco's categorization  oflabyrinth,

Hayashi tries to explore  Faulknet's textual  design hidden in his inextricable
labyrinth by a  c2tefu1  examination  of  his ecriture. She fears her maneuver  into
Faulkner's labyrinth with no  weapons  of  cutrent  critical  theories  or  easy  depen-
dence on  its context  may  end  in a 

"rash

 experiment"  (3), but I can  say  she

achieves  conspicuous  success  in discovering Faulkncr's elaborate  and  dexterous
textual  designs and,  more  import2ntly, she  makes  us  re-recognize  the  plcasure of
reading  Fatulkner's texts.

  The  book is divided into two  sections:  the  first section,  entitled  
"Memoran-

dums  on  Faulkner's Labyrinths," discusses his early  works  to  fathom prototypes
of  his major  motifs  and  images  recurring  in his later masterpieces;  the  second

section,  entitled  
"Faulkner's

 Textual I.abyrinths," precisely and  clearly  demon-
strates  how  shrewdly  and  skillfuIIy Faulkner develops those  motifs  and  images in
three  of  his novels  -  7Jbe .Sbund and  the fuo', L4cbt in Aagujv and  Absulo,n, Ahsalone!.

  The  first section  assesses  the  value  of  Faulkner's early  fiction, such  as  
`CThe

Hil1," 
"Nympholepsy,"

 MaycQz;,, 
"Carcassonn6,"

 and  
"Black

 Music," to  reveal  some

important prototypes of  major  motifs  and  images which  will  appear  in his later
fiction. Hayashi notices  there  is a  cornmon  scene  to  the  above  fiction in which  the

characters  are  looking down  from the  hilltop. The  scenery  looked down  on  is a

world  which  arouses  the  viewer's  
"internal

 impulse" to try to grasp 
`Csomething

alien  to  him," C`anything

 which  had tried to break down  the  barriers of  his rnind
and  communicate  with  him" (C`The HM"  gi-g2). That scenery  is, Hayashi  points
out,  a  

"hieroglyphic
 design expected  to  be decodcd" (28), which  is guite similar  to

the  mysterious  scenery  Oedipa Maas looks down  on  from thc  top  of  the slope  in
Pynchon's 7)5e Coting ofLot 4g: "thete

 were  to both outward  patterns a  hiefoglyphic
sense  of  concealed  meaning,  of  an  intent to  communicate.  There seemed  no  llmit
to what  the  printed circuit  could  have told  her(if she  had tried to  find out)"  (7Jbe
C'o,isag ofLol 4g i4).  Such a hieroglyphic design is a prototype of  Faulkner's literary
design through  which  to  construct  his literary world  of  Yoknapatawpha  County,
and  

"a

 rhizome  labyrinth" (32). Furtihermore, the  same  image is dcveloped in
"Nympholepsy,"

 in which  the  main  character  is inspired to get into actfon  2nd  go
down  the hill to seek  for 

"something

 alien  to him," or  
"a

 woman  or  a  girl" in
order  to  know  what  it/she is like. Similarly, Sir Galwyn  in Mmp,day chases  for
"Little

 Sister Death," which  reminds  us  of  Quentin Compson  in Zee .Sbvand  and  the
furv. Also, in 

"Carcassonne,"

 a  dream-like poetic prose, the  narrator  or  
"his

skeleton"  ("Carcassonne" 8gs), whom  Hayashi calls  a 
"modern

 hero" (s7), chases

around  to solve  the  mysteries  he finds in his daily life. The  man  in [CNympho-

lepsy" is regarded  as an  original  gpe of  Faulkner's "chaser"

 (43) who  recurs  and

plays an  important role  in his later fiction.

  The fact that these motifs  and  images represented  in early  fiction are  developed
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in later fiction has already  been pointed out  by many  scholars,  but Hayashi is

unique  in thjnking  that Faulkncr's chasers  seek  for a 
C`cryptographic

 code"  (g4),
which,  unlike  a  hieroglyphic code,  has no  connection  with  the  fbrms ofnature  and

they can  no  more  decode it than can  Oedipa in 7Jbe C"evifag ofLot4g or  the narrator

in Edgar  Allan Poe's "The

 Man  of  the Crowd." Because the  objects  the  chasers

seek  for are  something  cryptographic  in Faulkner's major  fiction, 
"it

 is natural  that

they  cannot  grasp the  truth"  (g8). Faulkner's texc, Hayashi concludes,  is a  rhizome

labyrinth in which  chasers  seek  fbr something  cryptographic,  so we  are  destined

not  to reach  the truth (ioo). As for the  motif  of  chasing,  her close  analysis  shows

that 
"Black

 Music"  is a  significant  text  which  
"fbretells

 chasing  as  one  of  the

fundamental patterns in Faulkner's later novels"  (78).
  Hayashi's opinion  hcre is based on  the  idea ofShawnJames  Rosenheim, who  in

his 7Jbe COtt)tagmphic buagindition refers  to  Edgar  Allan Poe's writings,  and  those  by

contemporary  writers,  such  as  Thomas  Pynchon, and  Don  Deli11o, as  
"crypto-

graphic texts" (2) in which,  as in detective stories,  many  secrets and  ciphers

promotc our  reading  forward. Hayashi]s discovery of  the similarities  between

Faulkner's and  Pynchon's and  Poe's texts is fairly significant  and  convincing  and  I

quite agree  that  Faulkner, likc Poe and  Pynchon,  invents cryptographic  texts  with

the same  
"intense

 consciousness  of  textuality"  (s) and  possibiy, wi'th the  same

liter2ry sense,

  In the  second  section,  with  the  torch  of  the  proto patterns discovered in the

first section,  Hayashi  walks  into Faulkner's labyrinths te  reveal  how  shrewdly  they

are  constructed,  however hard it may  be to reach  their final exits. There are  many

mysteries  and  b2rriers in Faulkner's labyrinths, but Hayashi, like a  chaser  or  a

detective in these stories,  gets them  through  with  her brilliant reasoning  based on

her precise reading  of  the  texts: the  process of  her reasoning  is fairly convincing

and  even  thrilling.

  The first chapter  discusses 7)be 5bund and  the .l bue)s pointing out  that  some  of  the

characters  have the same  pattern of  
"chasing"

 fbr something  they  have lost:

Luster's wandering  fbr his lost quarter rouses  Benjy's memory  of  hls lost sister,

Caddy; Quentin walks  around  Boston to look for a  place where  he will  kill

hirnselC during which  he also  p12ys 2  role  of  a wanted  man  as  a  suspect  fbr

kidnapping a little girl; Jason seeks  in vain  by car  fbr his niece  Quentin and  her

lover to take back the  rnoney  she  has stolen.  Regarding  their chasings  as  the

 
"ptocess

 for the creation  oflost  Caddy" (i28), Hayashi explores  one  of  the  biggest

 mysteries  in this text: why  doesn't Faulkner let Caddy  tell her own  stot:y?  Turning

 down  feminists' criticism  against  the  oppression  of  the  female voice,  and  Kartiganer's

 idea of"a  hero others  must  invent" (gs), Hayashi  asserts  that 
"the

 text  shows  the

 greatest concern  fbr presenting various  types  of  processes of  creating  Caddy"

 (i42): 
"Benjy

 and  Quentin narrate,  desiring to create  Caddy  as  a  holy mother,
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Jason to, create  Caddy  as  a  prostitute, and  Faulkner to create  her as a modernistic

Madonna  of  dual personality" (i42), which  fits Bery1 Scholssman's definition of

modemistic  Madonnas. Hayashi's interpretation about  Faulkner's intention of  the
silenced  Caddy is very  persuasive and  convincing  and  I quite agree  with  her
opinion  that  Faulkner makes  a  modernist  experiment  of  creating  her as a  Ma-
donna of  Modernism.

  The  second  chapter  refers  to L(ghx inAagcasl as  a 
"road

 novel"  and  disclo$es the

pattern of  
[`chasing

 and  being chased"  in the lives of  most  of  the characters:  Lena
walks  a  long way  to seek  for her lover; Joe Christmas runs  away  until  he is
lynched; Percy Grimm  chases  fbr Christmas to lynch him; Brown  runs  away  from
Lena;

 Byron  seeks  fbr Lena  and  then  Brown.  Hayashi points out  that  this  pattern
constructs  the  text, and  furthermore demonstrates how  the  community's  rumors

and  accounts  are  invented into a story  and  then  the story  becomes a  truth,

through  her close  investigation ofJoanna  Burden's murder  case.

  There are  many  mysteries  set  out  in the vast  labyrinth ofAhsalove)  Abszalonv,t, so

we  are  forced to read  it likc a  detective stoty  in the  same  way  as the characters  do,
and  here in the  third  chapter  Hayashi unravels  those  mysteries  so  bri-antly and

ski11fully that I was  totally thrilled at  reading  this chapter  like a  first-rate dctective
story.  Mystcries in a detectivc story  are  to be all deciphered at  its end,  but
Faulkner sometimes  sets  out  many  mysteries  almost  impossible to decipher: iJVihy
does Rosa  choose  to  tell Quentin about  Sutpen?; S)Uhat is Sutpen's 

"mistake"

 ot
"innocence"?;

 Is Charles Bon  really  black?; Ve'hy does Quentin cry  with  a  
"violcnt

jerk" at  the  end  of  the novel,  
"Nevermore

 of  peace, Nevetmore"  (Athsalow,
Absalonv! 373)?

  As a  vital  clue  to the  walk  into the  labyrinth, Hayashi first introduces "the

Entropy Theor}r" to understand  the internal powcr  system  of  the  novcl.  Following
Pynchon's idea of  Entropy  seen  in his 

"Entropy,"

 7Jbe Co,ing ofLot ecl and  (:;laama'D, 
's

Rainhozzs she  explains  that this text  is made  up  of  two  powers fighting: 
"the

 power
fbr order  / separation  / distinction and  the powet for disorder / mixing  / indis-
tinction" (2i3). According to Hayashi, the  first power is repfesented  by Sutpen's
"design"

 of  establishing  a dynasty of  a white  family in the  South, whereas  the

second  is by Charles Bon, Henry  and  Wash  Jones, and  the  collapsing  process of

Sutpen's design matches  the irrcversibility of  the  Entropy. "The
 Entropy Theory"

proves to be pretty efllective to explain  the internal power  to develop Faulkner's
text, which  makes  me  think that this theory can  apply  to other  novels  of  his, such
as  7)!)e .Sbcand and  the thew, and  Light in Aagblsi

  Hayashi makes  a magnificent  effort  to reselve  the  question that Quentin asks

himse]f throughout  the  novel:  
C`But

 why  tell me  about  itP" CAhsahw, Ah.falozm! i2),

because she  thinks  this guestion forms the  beginning of  Quentin's scarch  into the
Sutpens' history full of  mysteries,  and  more  importantly, promotes this novel  to
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develop. Here Hayashi also  points out  a  sirnilarity with  Poc's and  Pynchon's texts:

Quentin's question is equivalent  to an  old  man's  ceuntenance  (i83) the narrator

happens to see  in the mob  in 
"The

 Man  of  the Crowd," or  the hieroglyphic bugle-
like mark  (38) Oedipa sees  in the  ladies' room  in 7Jbe Cnyi}(g of Lot 4g. It is
interesting to  know  that  something  enigmatic  arrests  the  narrators  to m'ake  them

statt  to  invent a story.  In Ahsaloffz, Absalone!, this question maintains  Quentin's
interest and  changes  Quentin's role  from a  listener to a  nartator  / conjecturer  /
elucidator  (227), which  shifts  the  gravity of  the text from Sutpen to Quentin. More
interestingly, this  shift  is, Hayashi notices,  triggered by the  

`[inaccuracy"

 (22o) of

Mr. Compson's  imaginativc conjecture  of  the Sutpen story:  he knows that he does
not  have enough  infbrmation and  understands  something  is missing,  which  jmpels

Quentin to  invent a  more  accurate  version  of  his own.

  The  question 
"XSCJhy

 to  me?"  is, Hayashi judges, finally ciphered  by Quentin, and

that is why,  at  the  end  of  the  novel,  Quentin begins to "jerk
 al1 over,  violently  and

uncontrollably"  (s6o) and  he thinks  he will  have 
"Nevermore

 of  peace" (373). She
reasons  that  Quentin, a  young man  born in the  South, awakes  to the fact that he
cannot  think  that  he is unrelated  with  the  Sutpen story,  that  is, a  history of  the

South, though  hc just says  in an  ambiguous  way,  
"I

 dont h2te it" (37g), Hay2shi

confesses  not  al1 the  enlgmas  of  the  text are  deciphered at  the  end  of  the  novel,

but they  are  beautifu11y deciphered by Hayashi's penetrating textual analysis  and

reasonable  conjecture.

  A.aainst too  much  ideological and  context-conscious  criticism  of  Faulkner's
texts, Hayashi aims  to  clarify  Faulkner's textual  design, entirely  detaching it from

tihe Southern context.  I truly  believe that she  succeeds  to a  bcrreat degree in this
experiment  of  proving how  ski11fully  and  elaborately  Faulkner's texts  are  con-

structed,  by ciphering  many  enigmas  in Faulkner's extricate  labyrinths, concentrat-

ing on  the  information the  texts teil us.  However, I still wonder  if Faulkner's text
can  be cut  away  from the  South, and  furthermore doubt if even  Hayashi's
criticism  is free from  the  contcxtual  elemcnt  of  the  South, especially  about  her
interpretation of  Quentin's 

`Cviolent

 jerk" in Ahsafo7mp Ahsalom! and  Joe Christmas'
racial conflict  in Light in A.ngusth The  text  reflects  the  context  where  it was  created,

as  Anne  Jones also thinks:  
"A

 work  of  Cwritten) art  refers  to a  world  it invents in

writers'  and  readers'  imaginations" (4e). Fed  up  with  context-conscious  criticism,

I completely  agree  with  her critical atritude  of  thinking  much  of  textual analysis,

yet textual analysis  should  be ied to contextual  analysis,  especially  in Abjtilom,
Ahsahnv!, a  text  of  historical elements,  as  Kartiganer also asserts:  

"The

 task  of

cultural  criticism...is  to trace the connections  between the literary tcxt and  the

surrounding  cultural  life" (vO.
  This book  is such  a  thrilling  criticism  that we  can  read  it with  intellectual
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excitement.  Her  analysis  is so  reasonable  and  brilliant that I am  already  looking

forward to her brisk analysis  of  other  novels  of  Faulkncr's. The comparison  of

Faulkner's texts with  Poe's and  Pynchon's seems  at first irrelevant and  even

reckless,  but it serves  so  much  as  an  effective  device to help to decipher
Faulkner's textual  structures,  especially  his "cryptographic

 design," that her "de-

sign"  marks  the target. This book, no  doubt, malces  us  re-recognize  the  pleasure of
reading  Faulkner's text, and  it will make  a profound contribution  to Faulkner
studies.
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Reviewed by Kiriko Sato, The  University of  Tokyo  (Graduate StudenO

  The book  under  review  is an  introductory textbook  for students  engaged  in

linguistic and  philological studies  of  Old English. This book consists  of  eight  units

that cover  a  wide  range  of  topics pertaining to botih internal and  external  history.

Primarily designed for the  use  of  students  encountering  Old English fbf the  fitst

time, it lucidly explains  the  Old English sound  system,  morphology,  syntax  and

metre.  It also  provides topics  fbr further reading,  related  websites  and  numerous

exercises  and  study  questions. There are  several  reading  sections  that  cite  excerpts

from the  major  Old English prose and  poetry tcxts  from the  perspective of

historical, cultural  and  literary backgrounds. This book  also  offers  an  Interlude,
`VCJorking

 with  Dictionaries', bet:ween Units 4 and  s that serves  as a  usefu1  guide to

the  O)9bnt Ength3h Dideonagy, the  thdLlle E'frgtZf)b Dide'enarv and  the  Dideenaev of Old
Eaglah, all of  which  are  indispensable while  reading  O!d English. Therefbre, this

book  contains  a  large amount  of  infbrmation that  is invaluable for the  study  of

Old English.

  One  of  the  most  prominent features of  this book  is that  it is firmly based on  a

principle called  the  
`Uniformitarian

 Hypothesis'. This hypothesis is proposed in

Unit i, 
`Thinking

 about  the Earliest English':

. . . zaubal's hagyistitady impo.[sihle loapr  m,as  Probably impoJtfz'thle w7asVenip),, Put

differently, what  currently  obtains  in a  language in terms  of  possible word

orders,  sounds,  sound  systems  and  so  fbrth was  possible, even  probable, in

the  language long ago.  Though  it may  be a depressing truth fbr thosc  who

believe in the  evolutionary  betterment of  the  human  condition,  language

users  don't change  much.  tpp. 2-3)

Section i.i,  
`Unifbrmity

 and  Change', discusses the  distinction between the

sounds  /fl and  /v/ as evidence  in support  of  this hypothesis. Old English used

the  letter <f>  fbr both /f/ and  /v/ (e.g. heofbn `heaven'),

 which  
`could

 be realised

in speaking  eitheras  [q (a voiceless  sound)  oras  [Vl (a voiced  sound),  depending on


